
Integrated structure & reaction theory for medium-mass and heavy nuclei 

We need to take advantage 
of state-of-the-art structure 
theories to improve reaction 
descriptions!
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§ We need to predict reactions involving nuclei across the isotopic chart
Ø guide experiments, which in turn provide stringent tests for theory
Ø study evolution of shell structure, deformation, collective excitation modes
Ø generate inputs for astrophysical simulations, which in turn provide insights 

into stellar evolution, origin of elements
Ø complement measurements to populate databases for applications

§ For light nuclei we have seen substantial progress with RGM approaches 
Ø Treat structure and reactions simultaneously, account for correlations
Ø Consistent use of interactions based on cEFT
Ø Symmetry-adapted bases provide path forward to medium-mass nuclei

§ For heavier nuclei we ignore the internal structure of the interacting nuclei
Ø Focus on improving reaction mechanisms: transfer, inelastic scattering, breakup
Ø Include higher-order reaction processes: multi-step, coupled-channels, 

breakup-fusion, etc.
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§ Advanced structure models
Ø Shell model, SA shell model 
Ø Beyond-mean-field approaches (QPA, 

QRPA, CRPA, RRPA)

§ Competent reaction theory
Ø R-matrix
Ø Direct: DWBA, ADWA, coupled-channels
Ø Statistical: Hauser-Feshbach

§ We need to go beyond ‘competent’
Ø Develop reaction theory that can connect 

to multiple structure models
Ø Identify shortcomings in structure, 

reaction, or experiment; UQ
Ø Close connection to experiment
Ø Training workforce in structure, reactions

Direct inelastic scattering

Develop inelastic scattering framework to address 
multiple needs:

§ Charged-particle inelastic scattering provides 
insights into collective structures, exotic modes 

§ Nuclear data evaluations have incomplete 
neutron inelastic scattering information

§ Charged-particle inelastic scattering serves as a 
‘surrogate reaction’ and allows indirect access 
to unknown cross sections 
— Capture reactions on unstable nuclei for 

astrophysics
— (n,n’), (n,2n), (n,f) reactions for nuclear data 

evaluations

Collective dipole excitations
Bracco et al (2019)

We need to combine state-of-the-art structure approaches with 
reaction theory to achieve microscopic reaction predictions

Statistical Hauser-Feshbach (HF) reactions

§ Replace disjoint mix of phenomenological 
structure models by microscopic inputs 

§ Develop criteria for estimating the limits 
of validity of HF

§ Develop prescriptions for compound 
reactions proceeding through weakly-
overlapping resonances; bridge to HF

§ Treatment of direct/semi-direct 
contributions to HF

§ Deploy ML/AI tools and assess 
uncertainties

isotopic chart, taking place at energies from several keV to
tens of MeV, are required for nuclear astrophysics, national
security, and nuclear-energy applications. Not all relevant
data can be directly measured in the laboratory or easily
determined by calculations.

Direct measurements may encounter a variety of difficul-
ties: The energy regime relevant for a particular application is
often inaccessible: cross sections for charged-particle reac-
tions, e.g., become vanishingly small as the relative energy of
the colliding nuclei decreases. For astrophysical purposes,
such as descriptions of stellar environments and evolution,
reaction rates at energies below 100 keV are needed.
Furthermore, many important reactions involve unstable nu-
clei which are too difficult to produce with currently available
techniques or are too short lived to serve as targets in present-
day setups. Producing all relevant isotopes will remain chal-
lenging even for radioactive-beam facilities.

Cross section calculations are nontrivial since they often
require a thorough understanding of both direct and statistical
reaction mechanisms (as well as their interplay) and a de-
tailed knowledge of nuclear structure. Nuclear-structure mod-
els can provide only limited information and little is known
about optical-model potentials, level densities, and spectros-
copy relevant to nuclei outside the valley of stability.

To overcome these limitations, several indirect methods
have been employed in recent years. Approaches such as the
ANC (asymptotic normalization coefficient) method (Xu
et al., 1994; Azhari et al., 1999; Gagliardi et al., 1999;
Mukhamedzhanov, Gagliardi, and Tribble, 2001; Timofeyuk,
Johnson, and Mukhamedzhanov, 2003; Timofeyuk and
Descouvemont, 2005), Coulomb dissociation (Baur,
Bertulani, and Rebel, 1986; Baur and Rebel, 1996; Baur,
Hencken, and Trautmann, 2003), and the Trojan-horse
method (Baur, 1986; Typel and Baur, 2003; Wolter and
Typel, 2003; Baur and Typel, 2004; Pizzone and Spitaleri,
2008) have yielded valuable cross section information for
various direct reactions. These methods focus on direct re-
actions, i.e., fast reactions (time scale ! 10"22 sec ) that
involve simple rearrangements of the constituents of the
target and projectile nuclei.

The present review focuses on a complementary method,
the surrogate nuclear reaction method, which aims at deter-
mining reaction cross sections for compound-nuclear reac-
tions that involve difficult-to-produce targets. In a compound
reaction, target and projectile nuclei combine to form a highly
excited, intermediate system, the compound nucleus, which
subsequently decays. The reaction proceeds on a relatively
slow time scale (# 10"22 sec ), as the formation of a com-
pound nucleus involves the excitation of many degrees of
freedom. Apart from observing the constraints of basic con-
servation laws (energy, angular momentum), the formation
and decay of a compound nucleus are considered to be
independent of each other in first order (‘‘Bohr hypothesis’’);
this independence is exploited in the surrogate-reaction ap-
proach. To obtain experimental information on the decay of
the compound nucleus (B$) occurring in the reaction of
interest (aþ A ! B$ ! cþ C), this nucleus is produced
via an alternative, ‘‘surrogate’’ reaction (dþD ! B$ þ b)
that involves a projectile-target combination (dþD) that is
experimentally more accessible (see Fig. 1). The decay of B$

is observed in coincidence with the outgoing direct-reaction
particle b. The measured compound-nuclear decay probabil-
ities can then be combined with calculated formation cross
sections for the compound nucleus in the desired reaction to
yield the relevant reaction cross section.

Originally introduced in the 1970s (Cramer and Britt,
1970a; Britt and Wilhelmy, 1979), the surrogate approach
has recently received renewed attention (Younes and Britt,
2003b; 2003c; Petit et al., 2004; Boyer et al., 2006; Burke
et al., 2006; Escher and Dietrich, 2006; Escher et al., 2007;
Jurado et al., 2008; Escher and Dietrich, 2010; Kessedjian
et al., 2010). A sizable number of surrogate experiments
aimed at obtaining ðn; fÞ cross sections has been carried out
over the years, and recent efforts have also considered ðn;!Þ
cross sections. In principle, the method can also provide
information about the charged-particle or two-neutron exit
channels, or for reactions induced by charged particles, but, to
date, little effort has been devoted to those cases.

In this paper, we review the present status of the surrogate
method. In Sec. II, we have compiled representative examples
from the areas of nuclear astrophysics, nuclear energy, and
national security to illustrate the importance of cross sections
for reactions on unstable targets for a wide variety of appli-
cations. The surrogate idea and formalism are detailed in
Sec. III. The majority of the surrogate experiments carried
out so far have focused on ðn; fÞ cross sections. The early
work, carried out in the 1970s, is summarized in Sec. IV, and
the more recent experiments are reviewed in Sec. V. We

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic representation of the desired (top)
and surrogate (bottom) reaction mechanisms. The basic idea of the
surrogate approach is to replace the first step of the desired reaction,
aþ A, by an alternative (surrogate) reaction,dþD ! bþ B$, that is
experimentally easier to access yet populates the same compound
nucleus. The subsequent decay of the compound nucleus into the
relevant channel, cþ C, can then be measured and used to extract the
desired cross section. Three typical decay channels are shown here:
neutron evaporation, fission, and ! emission.
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